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Review Notes: Factoring - GCF, Grouping, and Difference of Squares
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What is a polynomial?

of terms that have coefficients, variables, and/or powers

Multiply Plfitrqmre\s ('FOlL" and combine like termrli<-..1(rlegj) ;z_(v'.Ux?-qilfy-b3
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What is a factor? What does it mean to factor?

FaCtOfS: nou, Smaller (prime) numbers (or piece)that can be multiplied together to get a larger number

Examples:

1. 10

@
3. ZOx

'a,5.x 3 
.a .5, x.x. y.

FaCtOf : verbThe process of finding an equivalent expression where smaller polynomials {pieces) are multiplied
together instead of added o, r. rhr".t"9 

-'-:'(**going the opposite direction of multiplying two polynomials together)

Factor out the Greatest Common Fa of a polynomial.

step r: ld€iltify the GCF of the polynomial.

highest number and variable that divides evenly into EACH

term

step z: Divide the GCF out of every term of the

polynomial.

8x3+4:rx+2x
ir Jr, Jx 

G'ctr: 2Y

Practice:

1. 9o4b3 * 15o3b2

GcF:3aa b

2. 72xa -24x2 + 3?

GCF: B

8 (q x1-3 x
no 4)

42o3b5*50a2b3-48a2b2
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Factor a polynomial by grouping

step r: Order terms in descending order of the exponent.
step 2: Group terms together by two's or three,s.
step:: F?ctor out a GCF from each separate binomial.
step a: Fdctor out the common polynomial.

,2x3*LAx1r+,3x+15, 
u

axa (16* zt/s)
(x+5) (, xa + 3)

Practice:
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Factor difference of squares

step 1: Factor out the GCF if there is one

step z: Ch€ck whether you have difference of squares

step 3: Use difference of squares pattern to factor

tt' -b' --(a-b)(a+b)

25x2 -l
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Practice:
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